
*ALL WEDDINGS INCLUDE FREE ENGAGEMENT, BOUDOIR & AFTER
ADVENTURE SESSION*

ENGAGEMENT & COUPLE SESSIONS

This is a relaxed session where I get to capture your feelings for each other. We can venture
outdoors to somewhere beautiful, either to a place that has meaning to the both of you or I am
happy to suggest some amazing locations. I want you both to be relaxed and have fun, so dress
code is completely up to you. If your an outdoor couple, bring your hiking boots and lets go out on
a hike and have an adventure. If you are already one of my wedding couples, these shoots are a
fabulous way to become accustomed to my style and of course being in front of the camera.

Some of my past wedding clients have used their engagement photos that I’ve done their wedding
as signing boards or printed into guest signing books.

These couple shoots are not limited to wedding clients, they are also really lovely anniversary,
valentines day and birthday gifts.

WEDDING PACKAGE INORMATION

A pre-wedding consultation and planning session in person with coffee or lunch my treat!

Photo coverage includes from the time I get their to the end of your wedding. If there are two
venues, I will be there.

I will be taking photos the whole time capturing all the special moments that you might have
forgotten so that after your wedding you will be able to cherish these memories.

All high resolution photographs taken the day of will be uploaded digitally and sent to you in an
album and you will also get a flash drive if you’d like.

Your wedding images are professionally edited to the highest standard.

Video coverage or video highlights is available if you’d like.

Two wedding photographers will be available for full day coverage, which is included in the price
as well.

Prints, wedding albums are available and included in the overall quoted price, which is up to you.

(Please note, depending on your wedding location there may be an additional travel &
accommodation fee.)

AFTER WEDDING ADVENTURE SHOOT

These normally take place one or two days after your wedding, or at a time that works for you
both. You would both get dressed up again in your wedding outfits and we find some truly epic

spots to take some amazing landscape wedding photography. It's great to have the time and leisure
to go in search of the very best backdrops!

VIDEO COVERAGE



-All video coverage will be edited and put together with the option of soft music.
-Video highlights are short clips from your special day put together in a beautiful video. I capture each
of the most important moments of your day so you can reflect back on them.
-If you’d like longer coverage of your wedding, this is an option to add on to your regular photos or if
you’d just like video coverage and no photos.
-Important parts of your wedding such as ceremony, first dance and toast will be covered.
-You have the option to view your wedding video digitally or on a flash drive, or both.
-If you’d like video coverage during your engagement, such as an overall day for your memory, this is
an option.

*PRICING*

I have a different approach to pricing packages then other photographers. My view is I want
your wedding day to be happy and stress free. I know things can get expensive especially
when planning a wedding. I want to be there and help out any way I can. So let me know

your budget and what you both would like to stay in and I am more then happy to work with
you both! If you don’t or aren’t sure about a budget, let’s chat.


